Abstract—Recently, recommendation technology, aimed at providing information suited to user preference, has become a very active research topic. Previously, we developed a recommendation system using rough sets taking sequential data as their object. We have attempted to apply this system to music recommendations based on chord progression patterns. However, because this method used fixed length subsequences as attributes for the rough sets, the musical meaning of the subsequences was completely ignored. In our current research, we extend this method to allow handling of variable length subsequences to generate musically meaningful subsequences. This paper evaluates the effectiveness of the method through music melody recommendations based on chord progression patterns. The relevance of the extracted patterns to musical meaning is examined using Japanese melodies. We show that this method improves upon the recommendation accuracy of a traditional method and that it extracts meaningful chord progressions that reflect the lyrics of a song.

Index Terms—rough set, recommendation system, sequential data

I. INTRODUCTION

Currently, recommendation technology is being actively researched to provide products and information (henceforth, the “object”) matched to user interests and tastes for online shopping [1]. We have previously extended the information recommendation method using rough sets described by Kudo et al. [2] to take sequential data as its object and have reported the effectiveness of the extended method [3]. However, this method used fixed length subsequences as attributes for the rough sets and failed to consider consistency of meaning.

In our current research, we have extended our previous method to allow handling of variable length subsequence patterns having consistency of meaning, and we have built an information recommendation system to implement this method. This paper evaluates the usefulness of the suggestion system through music melody recommendations based on chord progression patterns.

II. ROUGH SETS

Data concerning an object is often assigned as multiple attributes and their values. A table showing multiple attribute values of an object is called an information system. Our information system is defined by the four-tuple ($U, AT, V, \rho$). In this system, $U$ represents the whole set of objects appearing in the system, $AT$ represents the set of attributes, $V$ represents the set of attribute values, and $\rho: U \times AT \rightarrow V$ is a function that assigns attribute values to the attributes [4].

The attributes in this information system are divided between decision attributes, which divide the whole set of objects, and the other attributes, which are condition attributes. Here the information system is called a decision table. The collections of objects divided by decision attribute values are called decision classes. The smallest collection of condition attributes, which are required to determine decision class an object belongs to, is called the relative reduct. The rules concerning inclusion of attributes in the relative reduct and the values of those attributes used to determine decision class an object belongs to are called decision rules.
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III. THE METHOD

Figure 1 shows the flow of the melody recommendations. The method can be broadly divided into two parts: 1) construction of the information system using variable length subsequences and 2) melody recommendations using rough sets.

A. Construction of the information system using variable length subsequences

Because the sequential data has neither attributes nor attribute values, we cannot directly create the information system. Kaneiwa et al. [5] have solved this problem by extracting subsequences, which are fixed length patterns.

However, these fixed length subsequences are simply extracted by automatically shifting the window. Therefore, absolutely no consideration was given to the meaning of these sequences. Our method changes the extraction method from fixed length to variable length. We use the variable n-gram method to extract variable length subsequences [6].

The variable n-gram method is used to search similar character strings. This method starts by setting the subsequence length to one and then counts occurrences. When the number of occurrences reaches or exceeds a frequency threshold, the subsequence length is increased by one and the count of occurrences is repeated. By frequency threshold, we mean the lowest number of occurrences.

The above process is repeated until a subsequence with length n and a frequency lower than the threshold frequency occurs, and subsequences of length up to n−1 have been extracted. In this manner, with melodies as the object, each subsequence as an attribute, and the existence or non-existence of the subsequence in the melody as the attribute value, an information system is created, as illustrated in Figure 1.

B. Melody recommendations using rough sets

Melody recommendation is performed by the following steps:

1) The user selects one melody he/she likes. We refer to this melody as the query.
2) From the chord progression contained in the query, we select the three most frequently occurring chord progressions in order as decision attributes. The remaining chord patterns are set as condition attributes.
3) Melodies with matching decision attributes are extracted from the information system.
4) The relative reduct is found and decision rules are derived from the decision attribute and the condition attributes in Step 2.
5) The decision rule that has the highest value with regard to coverage average value is specified as the relative reduct.
6) A melody that matches the relative reduct decision rule derived in Step 5 and the query decision rule attribute values to a degree greater than a standard value are extracted. That standard value starts at 1.0. If a melody cannot be extracted at that level of matching, the standard level is iteratively reduced by 0.1 until matches are found (the lower limit is 0.7).
7) The melodies extracted in Steps 3 and 6 are output as recommended melodies.

Fig. 2. Evaluation of the recommendation system

IV. EXPERIMENTS

Two experiments were performed to evaluate the effectiveness of the current method. The first evaluates the recommendation results, and the second verifies whether the variable length subsequences are musically meaningful. Here we set the fixed length of the subsequence to three for the previous method.

A. Evaluation of recommendation results

Ten songs from ten different artists were randomly chosen from a web site [8]; yielding a total of 100 chord progressions. In the evaluation experiment, five men in their 20s used the proposed system. The recommendation results were subjectively evaluated. The evaluation for each recommended melody was performed by selecting one of three possible responses: “This is a song I like,” “This is a song I don’t like,” or “I don’t know this song.”

The results are shown in Figure 2. When variable length subsequences were used, liked melodies and unknown melodies both increased over the results for the case using fixed length subsequences. It is likely this resulted from the fact that not only more melodies were recommended but more frequent chord patterns, i.e., meaningful subsequences were used to make the recommendations.

B. Evaluation of subsequences

In this experiment, we used the lyrics and scores of five children’s songs and popular songs that were offered by a web site [9]. Here we evaluated whether musically meaningful chord patterns would actually be extracted in the cases of variable length subsequences for the current method and a fixed length subsequence for the previously used method. The correspondence between the extracted subsequences and the coherence of the song’s lyrics and the musical notes was examined.

We call a chord pattern taken from the unity of the words and the music a comparison subsequence. The comparison subsequence for the words was generated as follows. First, when considering lyrics, wherever there was a vocal pause and the immediate previous word was a verb, adverb, or noun we considered the section up to that position as one block. We extracted the chord pattern included in each block as a comparison subsequence.

We call this subsequence a lyric-partition subsequence. Similarly, with regard to the musical notes, a comparison sequence was generated in the following manner. First, chord patterns were identified by dividing the music at every second
note. Next, each of these chord patterns was extracted as a comparison subsequence. We call this subsequence a note-partition subsequence.

Next, we compared both the fixed length subsequence extracted by the previous method and variable length subsequences extracted by the current method to the comparison subsequence. From the chord patterns for each song, we extracted fixed length sequences, variable length sequences, and comparison sequences and used precision and recall measures, as defined below, to perform an evaluation.

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{\text{Cor}}{\text{Sys}} \\
\text{Recall} = \frac{\text{Cor}}{\text{Std}}
\]

Here Cor represents the number of exact matches between the chord pattern of the extracted fixed or variable length subsequence and the extracted comparison subsequence, Sys represents the number of extracted fixed or variable length subsequences, and Std represents the number of extracted comparison subsequences.

Figure 3 shows the results of comparing the chord patterns of the songs with the subsequences extracted by the fixed and variable length methods. When compared to lyric-partitioned subsequences, the score for variable length subsequences significantly surpasses the score for fixed length subsequences. This suggests that the new method appropriately extracts frequently occurring chord sequences. Furthermore, these chord patterns are very strongly related to meaningful units of the songs.

On the other hand, when compared to note-partitioned subsequences, fixed length performs slightly better than variable length. This is because the length of the note subsequences is set to two, which makes it very easy for these to occur in fixed length subsequences with a length of three.

V. CONCLUSION

Our current research extended our previous rough set information recommendation method by implementing the ability to handle variable length subsequence patterns. We learned through evaluation experiments that use of variable lengths demonstrates a higher accuracy level for recommendations and that variable length subsequences reflect the lyrics of songs in a meaningful manner. In future research, we will look into increasing the accuracy of evaluation for songs that are not known to the user.
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